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Abstract 
 
Estimation of CO2-emissions from Fires in Dwellings, 
Schools and Cars in the Nordic Countries 
 
Updated estimates of CO2 emissions from fires in dwellings, schools, preschools and cars 
are presented for the Nordic countries with the exception of Iceland. The updated 
emissions are calculated based on fire statistics from 2007 and are compared to results 
previously presented for 1994 in Sweden. To put the fire emissions data into perspective 
they are also compared to national estimates of CO2 emissions as reported by the Swedish 
EPA to the EU in their National Inventory Report for 2007. 
 
The statistical data on fires for Sweden for 2007 is more reliable compared with the data 
for 1994, which strengthens the updated emission estimate. The major uncertainty in the 
fire data used for the emission estimate is the interpretation of fire spread which is based 
on rather crude assumptions. In particular in the case of houses the fire spread area used 
for the estimate may be an exaggeration thereby giving a possible overestimation of the 
estimated emissions. 
 
Data indicates that the total emission of CO2 from fires in dwellings (including single-
family homes, semi-detached houses, summer houses and apartments) in Sweden 2007 is 
15,5 kton. Similar values for Denmark (4,1 kton), Finland (6,9 kton) and Norway 
(6,4 kton). Similar data for school/preschool and car fires indicate that emissions in 
Sweden are higher than in the other Nordic countries for these categories as well although 
not by as great an amount.  
 
Finally, a comparison between emissions data from other sources of CO2 and those from 
fires indicate that emissions of CO2 from fires are minor compared to most other sources. 
The previous study based on statistics from 1994 also concluded that fires are a minor 
source of CO2 but a relatively significant source of, e.g., particulate matter, VOC, PAH 
and other large organic species.  
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Preface 
 
The work presented in this report was commissioned by the Swedish Insurance 
Federation and includes an estimate of the emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) from fires in 
dwellings, schools and cars during the year 2007. The term “dwellings” includes here 
single-family houses, semi-detached houses, summer houses and blocks of flats. The term 
“schools” is divided into schools and preschools. The term “cars” includes both private 
and commercial vehicles with seating up to 7 persons, although most statistics are 
assumed to correspond to 5 person vehicles. 
 
The estimate is made for all the Nordic countries with the exclusion of Iceland, i.e., 
Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway. The estimate for Sweden is most detailed and 
accurate whereas the estimates for the other countries are based in part on Swedish 
condition when specific national data could not be found. Full details of similarities and 
differences in the estimates are given in Chapter 5.2. 
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Sammanfattning 
 
Rapporten presenterar uppdaterade beräkningar av CO2-utsläpp från bränder i bostäder, 
skolor, förskolor och bilar. Estimerade emissioner presenteras för de nordiska länderna 
med undantag för Island. De uppdaterade utsläppen har beräknats baserat på brand-
statistik för 2007 och jämförs med resultat som tidigare presenterats för 1994 i Sverige. 
För att sätta emissionerna från bränder i perspektiv har en jämförelse gjorts med 
nationella beräkningar av CO2-utsläpp som rapporterats av Svenska Naturvårdsverket mot 
EU i den nationella inventeringsrapporten för 2007.  
 
De statistiska uppgifterna om bränder för Sverige för 2007 är mer tillförlitliga jämfört 
med uppgifterna för 1994, vilket höjer kvalitén på den uppdaterade utsläppsuppskattning. 
Den största osäkerheten i brandstatistiken som används för utsläppsuppskattningen är 
tolkningen av brandspridning som bygger på ganska grova antaganden. I synnerhet när 
det gäller brandspridning vid husbränder kan den antagna ytan som använts för 
beräkningen vara överdriven och därmed ge en eventuell överskattning av beräknade 
utsläpp.  
 
De uppdaterade emissionsuppskattningarna visar att de totala utsläppen av CO2 från 
bostadsbränder (inklusive småhus, radhus, sommarstugor och lägenheter) i Sverige 2007 
är 15,5 kton. Motsvarande värden är för Danmark (4,1 kton), Finland (6,9 kton) och 
Norge (6,4 kton). Liknande uppskattningar för skola / förskola och bilbränder visar att 
utsläppen i Sverige är större än i de övriga nordiska länderna också för dessa kategorier, 
fast inte i lika hög grad som för bostäder.  
 
En jämförelse mellan utsläppen av CO2 från bränder och från andra källor visar att 
utsläppen av CO2 från bränder är små jämfört med de flesta andra källor. Den tidigare 
studien som grundade sig på statistik från 1994 drog också slutsatsen att bränder är en 
mindre källa till CO2, men en relativt stor källa till t.ex. partiklar, flyktiga organiska 
ämnen (VOC), polycykliska organiska ämnen (PAH) och andra större organiska ämnen. 
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1 Background 
 
Fires have long been associated with loss of life and property but recently even the 
environmental impact of fires has attracted a significant amount of interest. Societal 
awareness of the importance of this issue has been accentuated by a number of high 
impact incidents over the past half a century 1. Indeed the start of this insight was perhaps 
the chemical fire which occurred in an industrial warehouse near Basel Switzerland in 
November 1986 2. Numerous studies have been made of this catastrophic warehouse fire 
and it is often cited as the first major fire to receive significant publicity focussed largely 
on its effect on the surrounding environment. Interestingly, while this incident caused 
major emissions of pollutants to the air, the main environmental impact was through the 
emission of toxic chemicals to a nearby water-course.  
 
SP has been active in evaluating emissions from fires against the background of their 
impact on fires since the EU-funded STEP project “Combustion of Chemical Substances 
and the Impact on the Environment of the Fire Products”, initiated in July 19913. In recent 
years emissions data has been coupled to analysis of fire statistics to estimate the 
emissions from fires on an annual basis in Sweden 4, 5.  
 
A fire can interact with its environment in a variety of ways, i.e., through: direct gaseous 
and particulate emissions to the atmosphere, the spread of atmospheric emissions, the 
deposition of atmospheric emissions, soil contamination and aquifer contamination. The 
distribution of significance of environmental impact on the different parts of the 
environment (air, soil and water) depends on the type of fire and the sensitivity of the 
recipient environment. The emission of CO2 from a specific fire or type of fire does, 
however, give an indication of the size of the potential environmental impact. As CO2 is 
contributing to the global warming, an estimate of CO2-emissions from fires is interesting 
also from that specific perspective. 
 
The work presented in this report will provide a detailed update of estimates of CO2 
emissions that have been presented previously 4,5 based on newer statistics (i.e., fire 
statistics for 2007 in this report and for 1994 in SP report 1995:70), and a detailed review 
of fire loads in typical dwellings. The CO2 emission estimates are presented for both 
Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland (i.e., four of the five Nordic countries) for fires 
in dwellings, schools and cars. 
 
The accuracy of the estimates presented depends on the reliability of the statistics and the 
estimated contents in typical buildings and vehicles. The fire statistics are from the same 
source as in the previous report but more detailed and accurate data was available for 
2007 compared with 1994. The statistical model is described in Chapter 2. 
 
In terms of the estimated contents, previous work based on the estimation of fire load on 
compilations dating from the 70’s 6, 7 combined with an ad hoc division of fire load into 
contents based on a the detailed analysis of a small number of dwellings in Western 
Sweden4. The present project has aimed to make the estimation of contents as objective as 
possible by choosing to use the interior material content of some typical semi-detached 
house and flats (furnished by IKEA) as models for dwellings and obtain a material 
division based on these. The methodology is described in more detail in Chapter 3.2. 
Similar estimate methods have been used for schools and cars, but these were based on 
data from the previous work. While these estimates are still purely estimates and not an 
absolute calculation of the true situation in any given dwelling we believe that they 
represent a better estimate on which future emissions data should be based. 
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2 Fire Statistics 
 
2.1 Background data 
 
Statistics on fires are available from a variety of sources. In Sweden data can be obtained 
from the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB), the Swedish Insurance Federation 
and the Swedish Fire Protection Association. The statistical data available from MSB is 
most suitable for the specific application of such data for fires to the estimation of 
emissions from fires. The MSB-statistics are detailed and contain information both 
concerning the number of fire incidents and the extension or size of these fires. 
 
The MSB-statistics are based on a standardized report used by the local rescue services, 
and this report is completed for all rescue service actions taken. The report is detailed 
regarding fire rescue actions and gives information regarding whether the fire is in a 
building or not. In case of building fires there is detailed information concerning the type 
of building, the start object, start room, cause of the fire, size of the fire etc. Regarding 
non-building fires the information is less detailed and does not contain information on the 
sizes of these fires. For the sake of this report where the focus is on the estimation of CO2 
from building fires, this lack of information from the non-building fires does not effect 
the results. MSB collects the reports from the local rescue services and publishes the 
statistics annually. Further, the statistics are stored in a database (IDA) which is available 
for outside users by internet access 8. Statistics have been collated since 1991 but there 
was a major change in the methodology in 1995 and a minor change in 2005, both of 
which affect the data to varying degrees. Figure 1 shows the distribution of fires from the 
MSB statistics between 1991-2007 9. 
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Figure 1 The total number of fire incidents reported in Sweden from MSB-statistics. 
 
The statistics for 1991-1995 were based on a yearly questionnaire to the local rescue 
service agencies. National data was based on extrapolations from these questionnaires. 
The data for 1996-2004 was based on the first standardized incident report used by the 
local rescue services and improved the quality of the statistics considerably. The 
standardized report was updated in 2005 and have been used since then in that form. 
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It is difficult to compare fire statistics from 1991-1995 with the newer statistics, e.g., the 
statistics between 1991-1995 on fire incidents also included false alarms. The 
considerable difference in number of reported fire incidents, especially regarding building 
fires is seen in Figure 1. 
 
The work presented in this report represents an updated estimate of CO2-emissions from 
fires for 2007, compared to previous estimates based on fire statistics from 1994. When 
making a comparison between the two it is important to keep in mind the changes that 
have taken place concerning the content and quality of the statistical data from MSB 
(earlier SRV) since 1994. Throughout the rest of this background analysis of the fire 
statistics only the years 1996-2007 will be included due to the difference in data content 
and quality making comparisons difficult between previous years and more recent data. 
 
The estimated emissions of CO2 from fires in dwellings, schools and cars during 2007 are 
discussed in Chapter 5.1. These estimates are directly based on the reported number of 
fire incidents that year. It is interesting to investigate the trend in fire frequency over the 
years for the different types of fires in the objects studied to gain an understanding of 
whether 2007 is a typical year or unusual in some way. The Swedish data on fire 
incidents between 1996 and 2007 is shown in Figure 2 - Figure 5. This time period is 
when the data was based on the incident report and is the most suitable data for detecting 
trends in frequencies of different fires. 
 
Figure 2 shows the number of fires in houses and blocks of flats. For fires in blocks of 
flats the trend was decreasing until 2004, when the trend turned upwards and has been 
increasing since then. For fires in houses the trend was strongly downwards until 2000, 
after which it increased somewhat before becoming stable in recent years. 
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Figure 2 Fire incidents in Houses and Block of flats reported in Sweden 8. 
 
Figure 3 shows the number of fires in semi-detached houses and summer houses. The 
trends have, in both cases, been slowly downwards over the period studied. In recent 
years (since approximately 2004) the number of fires in semi-detached houses has 
stabilised while the number of summer house fires oscillates around a constant value. 
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Figure 3 Fire incidents in Semi-detached houses and Summer houses reported in Sweden8. 
 
In contrast, the number of fires in schools and preschools show an increasing trend, 
especially over the past few years as seen in Figure 4. Previous studies have shown that as 
many as 50 % of all school fires are arson fires10 due to juvenile fire-setters. 
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Figure 4 Fire incidents in Schools and Preschools houses reported in Sweden 8. 
 
The number of car fires requiring action from the rescue service agency (i.e. MSB-
statistics) is shown in Figure 5. The number of car fires has decreased by about 15 % 
since 2001, and in 2007 was at approximately the same level as 1996 despite the fact  that 
the number of vehicles on the road has increased significantly in that time period (i.e., 
there has been a 20% increase in the number of cars on the road since 1994 11). 
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Figure 5 Car fires reported in Sweden 8. 
 
 
2.2 Detailed analysis of 2007 
 
In this work statistics were needed for fires in houses, semi-detached houses, summer 
houses, blocks of flats, schools, preschools and cars. The year selected for the emission 
estimate was 2007. The fire statistics used are from the national Rescue Service Agencies 
in the Nordic countries. Incident statistics were available from all countries investigated 
whereas statistics on the size of the fires were only available from Sweden. The Swedish 
data was extracted from the IDA-data base whereas data from the other Nordic countries 
were taken from published statistic on the Nordstat-net website 12. The purpose of 
Nordstat is to collect and communicate information and data related to mainly fire 
incidents taking place in the Nordic countries. In cases where data was not available on 
the website, specific complementary data was obtained by personal communication with 
the national agencies 13, 14, 15. 
 
The size of the reported fires in buildings can be estimated from information on “fire 
spread” which is available in the Swedish MSB-statistics. This data has been used for 
making estimates of the amount of materials combusted in the building fires for all of the 
Nordic countries as described in Chapter Table 1. 
 
The statistical data on fire incidents for the individual countries during 2007 is given in 
Table 1 and data on fire spread in the building fires in Sweden is given in Table 2. 
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Table 1 Incident statistics on fires in the Nordic countries during year 2007. 

Type of fire Sweden Denmark Finland Norway 
House 2723 2161i 987 866 
Semi-detached house 176 - 288 133 
Summer house 317 224 179 123 
Blocks of flats 2946 1817 644 457 
School 439 258ii 43 80 
Preschool 95 - 12 18 
Car 3148 1576 1953 1287 
 
 
Table 2 Data from Swedish MSB-statistics on fire spread in building fires during year 

2007. 

Type of fire Fire spread 
-------- 
Total number 
of fires 

No 
info 

In start 
object 

In 
start 
space 
(room)

In 
start 
fire 
cell 

In start 
building 

Fire spread 
to other 
buildings 

House 2723 1 1432 754 83 427 26 
Semi-
detached 
house 

176 0 73 52 18 30 3 

Summer 
house 

317 0 86 77 13 125 16 

Blocks of 
flats 

2946 1 1717 785 338 101 4 

School 439 0 309 82 19 24 5 
Preschool 95 0 58 17 3 15 2 
 
Note that the previous estimate of CO2-emissions made was based on statistical data for 
1994 and this new estimate is based on data for 2007, it is important to consider the 
differences in the statistical data in any comparison of estimated emissions.  

                                                      
i The data on houses for Denmark also includes semi-detached houses.  
ii The data on schools for Denmark also includes preschools. 
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3 Methodology 
 
3.1 Improvements over previous work 
 
The estimate of the CO2-emission from fires in a specific type of object during a year is 
based on statistical data regarding the number of fires that year, information on the 
distribution of sizes of these fires, an estimate of the types and amount of materials 
involved in the fires, and an estimate of the production of CO2 from the combustion of 
these materials (so called emission factors). 
 
The basic methodology used was the same as in previous published emission estimates, 
i.e., SP Report 1995:70 4 concerning the emissions of inorganic combustion products, 
including CO2, and the more recent work from 2002 on the emissions of organic 
combustion products 5. 
 
The basic concept behind the methodology for fires in buildings is an estimate of the 
amount of interior materials and materials from the house structure that are combusted in 
the fires combined with an estimate of the emissions per material type, resulting in an 
estimate of the overall emissions. In SP Report 1995:70, an estimate of the relative 
amount of material combusted in fires according to their size (i.e., “restricted to the start 
object”, “restricted to the room of origin”, “spread outside the room of origin” and 
“beyond the original fire cell”) was based on information from interviews with fire 
investigators4. This lead to the assumption that an insignificant amount of material is 
combusted in fires that are restricted to the start object, a very limited part of the interior 
material in a building (5%) is combusted when the fire is restricted to the room of origin 
of the fire, a more substantial part of the interior material and part of the material in the 
structure of the building (35%) are combusted in fires that spread to several rooms, and 
that most of the interior and structural material (80%) is combusted in fires that spread to 
involve multiple fire cells. 
 
Two main changes have been made to the basic in-data for the emissions estimates: a new 
method for estimating the size of the fires studied has been introduced and a more precise 
estimate of the fire load in dwellings has been developed.  
 
In the previous estimates from 1995 and 2002 the size of the fires was based on data 
concerning the extent of the fire at the time the rescue service arrived at the fire site. At 
the time of those estimates, statistical data from the Swedish National Rescue Service 
Agency (former SRV, now MSB) were not as easily accessed as today and the type of 
data available was not transparent. The updated investigation published in this report has 
made a minor change in size estimations relative to previous work in that the estimates 
used in this work are based on the final extent of the fire spread (see Table 2). This is the 
most relevant measure as many fires spread further after the arrival of the rescue services 
which is not indicated if the extent of the fire on their arrival is used. 
 
The previous estimates from 1995 and 2002 relied on a course estimate of the fire load in 
a dwelling of 40 kg/m2 (floor area). This estimate was based on the literature and used for 
the entire dwelling. The division between different material in the fire load was estimated 
using a small number of case studies and estimates of the material in these. In this revised 
estimate a larger number of model dwellings have been used from “BoKlok” an initiative 
by a Swedish building company in collaboration with IKEA. Full data concerning the 
new estimates of combustible interior material in dwellings is given in Chapter 3.2 and on 
the combustible material in the structure of single-family houses in Chapter 3.3.  
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Finally, the emission factors for CO2-production from combustible materials used in the 
estimates have also been updated, see Chapter 3.4. 
 
The application of the methodology for the different objects studied is described in detail 
in Chapter 4. 
 
3.2 Combustible interior material in dwellings 
 
Interior material such as furniture, carpets, electronic appliances etc are an important part 
of the combustible materials included in dwellings fires. In the earlier emission estimates 
the contents of combustible materials from inventories was estimated to 40 kg/m2 floor 
area for dwellings. This figure was taken from a review made in 1986 of international 
data on fire load used for dimensioning calculations of  structural elements in buildings6. 
The figure of 40 kg/m2 was in fact Swedish data published in 1974 7. The relative 
amounts of different combustible materials within the fire load is of some significance as 
the emission factor for the production of CO2 varies between materials. In the earlier 
estimates the distribution of material in dwellings was based on an investigation of a 
small number of homes 4. The interior material load of 40 kg/m2 was then combined with 
the relative material distribution determined through that investigation to give an estimate 
of the overall content of interior materials in dwellings. 
 
The fire load estimate of 40 kg/m2 is over 35 years old and it is probably out of date. 
Therefore, for the work presented here it was deemed necessary to investigate the validity 
of the fire load and material distribution used previously. As part of this work the aim was 
to update the data on fire load and material distribution in dwellings. 
 
The method to obtain new relevant data was to make a detailed inventory of a selection of 
modern dwellings. The dwellings studied were a semi-detached house and blocks of flats 
built by Skanska in Sweden in a project together with IKEA. The project is named 
BoKlok and these buildings are erected at several locations in Sweden and are optionally 
fully furnished by IKEA. Complete information on the buildings including building plans 
and furniture lists were kindly provided by BoKlok/Skanska16. Detailed information 
concerning the material content in the IKEA furniture cited in the BoKlok project was 
available on the IKEA website17. 
 
The inventory included one type of semi-detached house with three different furniture 
suggestions and three different sized flats, in each case with two different floor-plans and 
corresponding different furniture suggestions. Data on these dwellings are given in Table 
3. 
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Table 3 Dwellings from BoKlok used for the analysis of combustible interior materials. 

Dwelling Type Name Rooms Furnishing 
/ room 
plan 

Total 
area  
(m2) 

Furnished 
area (m2)a 

1 Flat Älmhult 4 Type 1 79 66 
2 -""- -""- 3 -""- 65 49 

3 -""- -""- 2 -""- 50 40 

4 Flat -""- 3 Type 3 79 66 

5 -""- -""- 2 -""- 65 49 

6 -""- -""- 2 -""- 50 40 

7 Semi-
detached 
house 

Möckeln 4 A 106.4 67.5 

8 -""- -""- 4 B 106.4 67.5 

9 -""- -""- 4 C 106.4 67.5 
a Furnished area excludes the area of bath rooms, closets and halls.  
 
A total of more than 200 different IKEA products were included in the furniture 
suggestions for these dwellings. All of these objects were analysed for weight and type of 
combustible materials. In addition to the furniture and other objects given in the furniture 
plans, bedding, a TV and flooring materials were added for each dwelling. A detailed 
description of the objects included in each model dwelling is given in Appendix 1. 
 
Information on the total amount of combustible material for each dwelling is given in 
Table 4. 
 
Table 4 Amount of combustible material per floor area for the dwellings studied. 

Dwelling Type Name Rooms Furnishing 
/ room plan

Combustibles/
area (kg/m2) 

Combustibles/
furnished area 
(kg/m2) 

1 Flat Älmhult 4 Type 1 13.2 15.8 
2 -""- -""- 3 -""- 12.8 17.0 

3 -""- -""- 2 -""- 12.2 15.2 

4 Flat -""- 3 Type 3 14.3 17.2 

5 -""- -""- 2 -""- 9.3 12.4 

6 -""- -""- 2 -""- 14.7 18.3 

7 Semi-
detached 
house 

Möckeln 4 A 12.0 18.9 

8 -""- -""- 4 B 12.3 19.3 

9 -""- -""- 4 C 14.1 22.2 

 
An average of the load of combustible material in the dwellings studied is 18 kg/m2 

furnished floor area. In this calculation the data for “dwelling 5” was treated as an outlier 
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and not included in the average. Clearly this estimate is substantially lower than that 
previously used (i.e., 40 kg/m2).  
 
The value of 40 kg/m2 used in the previous emission was based on variable fire loads 
used for design calculations for structural elements in buildings. The data was originally 
expressed as energy content per floor area in MJ/m2 iii. The value of 40 kg/m2 corresponds 
to a design calculation data of 800 MJ/m2 which is still used today in the Swedish 
building code 18 as the design number for variable fire load in dwellings and should be 
interpreted as a worst case.  
 
The design number of 800 MJ/m2 can be tracked down to the original Swedish 
publication7 which defines that this fire load data includes 80 % of all fire load densities 
found in their study. Therefore, it is thus not an average number but a fire load estimate 
with an intrinsic safety margin. If one compares the average Swedish design number for 
dwellings (750 MJ/m2) with international data, a pan-European study gave a range of 
500-780 MJ/m2, Swiss data is 330 MJ/m2, while a US study showed 320 MJ/m2. All of 
these studies are from the 70-ties or early 80-ties and were compiled in 1986 6. The 
Swedish average is on the high end of the pan-European range and the number used in the 
previous studies (800 MJ/m2) gave a very high average to base the estimation of 
emissions on.  
 
Further, data from a more recent study have been found. A Canadian study 19 presents the 
results of a pilot survey of combustible items in residential living rooms. The survey was 
conducted using a web-based questionnaire. The main objective of the survey was to 
determine the types of movable fire loads found in living rooms. The survey attracted 74 
respondents. The respondents gave information on whether the objects indicated in the 
questionnaire (TV, book shelf, sofa etc) were present or not, but they did not give 
information on specific types, sizes, or other data concerning each the object. Instead, the 
material contents and weights were taken form a survey of typical objects available on the 
market. The fire loads presented in the Canadian report were calculated using the highest 
values of weight and heat of combustion found for each grouping of furniture. In 
addition, most of the furniture was assumed to consist of combustible materials only. The 
value of the fire load calculated this way was assumed to be higher than the true average 
value as in reality some furniture would have non-combustible components. The average 
value for living rooms (main floor and basement floor) was 550 MJ/m2. The values found 
for living rooms on main floors were in the range 200-1300 MJ/m2 (peak around 500 
MJ/m2), and in the range 100-1300 MJ/m2 (peak around 300 MJ/m2) for living rooms on 
the basement floor. 
 
The value of 18 kg/m2 from our study based on the BoKlok dwellings corresponds to a 
variable fire load of 360 MJ/m2 if one assumes an average heat of combustion of 
20 MJ/kg for all combustible material. The Canadian value of 550 MJ/m2 is in between 
the original value used in the previous studies (800 MJ/m2) and the new estimate of 
360 MJ/m2. One should keep in mind, however, that the Canadian value is based on a 
maximal weight of furniture and other objects and that non-combustible materials were 
not subtracted. To provide a reasonable range of emissions, estimates based on both 
18 kg/m2 (average) and 40 kg/m2 (maximum) are presented in Chapter 4.1. 
 
The average of the relative distribution of combustible materials from the study of 
dwellings 1-9 is given in Table 5. Here data is given both on the material distribution of 
the object from the IKEA furnishing plans (including bedding materials and additional 
carpets) and on the total combustible load including a TV per dwelling and flooring 
materials. The flooring materials were assumed to consist to 25% each of PVC, linoleum, 

                                                      
iii MJ/m2 is the energy content per floor area expressed in the SI-units Joule (J) and meter (m). 
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wood, and laminated flooring material with wood base. The distribution of the various 
flooring materials was chosen to coarsely reflect the situation in Sweden. More details are 
given in Appendix 1. 
 
Table 5 Relative distribution of combustible materials for the dwellings studied. 

Combustible materials Material distribution only 
including furniture (%) 

Material distribution 
including TV and flooring 
materials (%) 

Wood materials 83.2 79.2 
Cotton 4.5 3.1 
Polyurethane (PUR) 7.5 5.2 
ABS - plastic 0.11 0.08 
Polypropylene 1.4 0.97 
Polyethylene 0.012 0.009 
Nylon 0.18 0.13 
Polyester 1.2 0.85 
Melamine 1.5 1.1 
Polystyrene 0.028 0.62 
Acrylic 0.011 0.008 
Wool  0.33 0.23 
PVC (flooring material) - 4.3 
Linoleum (flooring 
material) 

- 4.3 

 
The data on material distribution from the study showed that wood materials were the 
major contributors to the combustible load in the dwellings studied. Polyurethane foam 
from upholstery, synthetic flooring materials and cotton from fabrics were other 
substantial materials. It should be noted that “wood materials” includes solid wood, 
particle board, wood fibreboards and paper. It was in most cases not possible to 
distinguish between these cellulose based materials from the information on the IKEA 
website. One can also note that there is no PVC material in the objects included in the 
IKEA furnishing plans.  
 
The material distribution of interior material from this study correlates rather well with 
the data used in earlier work 4. This study shows a relative contribution of wood based 
materials of 79 %. The earlier data had a total contribution of wood and paper of 73 %. 
The contribution of PVC and PUR in this study was 4 % respectively 5 %. In the previous 
work these materials contributed 5 % each. 
 
3.3 Combustible material in house structures 
 
In severe fires, the construction material in houses will become involved and give a 
contribution to the fire emissions. Combustible construction materials that might become 
involved in fires is most common in wood framed single-family houses, which are very 
common in Sweden. In the previously published emissions estimates the material 
contents in a typical single-family house were obtained from a report published in 199420. 
The material data used in the earlier work is given in Table 6. 
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Table 6 Data on material content in a typical single-family house used in earlier work 4. 

Material Amount (kg) 
Wood 9000 
PVC 50 
Polystyrene 300 
Polyethylene 110 
 
In the work conducted as part of this update we have used information on the amounts of 
combustible material in a typical single-family house in Sweden. The data is collated 
from a report by Trätek where life cycle analysis were conducted on three wood based 
single-family houses 21. That project and a subsequent project 22 resulted in a standardized 
environmental account form for wood home producers. Such data from three house 
producers was used in this study. 
 
The average material content in a typical single-family home in Sweden based on an 
average from the houses included in the Trätek studies is shown in Table 7. The content 
of wood is significantly higher in the new estimate. Detailed data on the individual houses 
included in the study is given in Appendix 2. 
 
Table 7 Updated data on material content in a typical Swedish single-family house. 

Material Amount (kg) 
Wood 17741 
PVC 50 
Polystyrene 50 
Polyethylene 127 
EPDM (rubber) 30 
Paper 51 
 
 
3.4 Emission factors (yield factors) 
 
Complete combustion of organic material produces carbon dioxide (CO2) and water 
(H2O). This can be exemplified by the reaction for complete combustion of the most 
simple hydrocarbon, methane (CH4): 
 

OHCOOCH 2224 22 +⇒+  
 
The reaction shows that complete combustion of 1 mol of carbon results in one mol of 
carbon dioxide. Inserting the molar mass of carbon, 12.01 g/mol, and the molar mass of 
carbon dioxide, 44.01 g/mol, shows that the combustion of 1 gram of carbon produces 
3.66 g of carbon dioxide. 
 
The production (yield) of carbon dioxide from 1 kg of an arbitrary organic material can 
therefore be written as: 
 

kgCkgCO c /66.3/2 ××=η  
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Where cη  is the combustion efficiency and C is the relative amount of carbon in the 
material. 
 
Values for combustion efficiency can be obtained from experimental work and data on 
carbon content is available from chemical analysis. The yield is best determined from 
large scale fire tests, but if not available, data from small-scale physical fire models can 
be used. This methodology was used in previous work 4 to estimate CO2 and other 
emissions, and the same data on carbon content has been used here. New experimental 
yield data have, however, been published for several materials and the emission factors 
have therefore been updated in this work. Data used for calculating new emission factors 
and the emission factors used in the previous work are presented in Table 8. As can be 
seen from Table 8 many of the emissions factors remain unchanged but some have been 
modified based on new data and some new factors are now available. 
 
Table 8 Estimated emission factors for production of CO2 from well-ventilated 

combustion. 

Material Carbon 
content (%) 

Combustion 
efficiency ( cη ) 

Emission 
factor, 
yield (kg 
CO2 / kg) 

Emission 
factors “STEP” 
from previous 
work 4 

Wood 49.6 0.8 23 1.45 1.63 
Cotton 43.6 0.9 1.44 1.44 
PUR  68 0.8 23 1.99 1.99 
ABS 85 0.7 2.18 - 
PP 85.6 0.9 2.82 - 
PE  85.6 0.9 2.82 2.82 
Nylon 63.7 0.85 23 1.98 2.5 
PES (PET) 62 0.7 1.59 - 
Melamine < 1 0 0 - 
PS 92.3 0.65 2.20 2.2 
Acrylic (PMMA) 60 0.9 1.98 - 
Wool  20 0.7 0.51 - 
PVC-flooring 49.9 0.55 23 1.00 1.46 
Linoleum 50.1 0.9 1.65 - 
EPDM 86.2 0.8 2.52 - 
Petrol 87 0.9 2.87 2.86 
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4 Emission estimates 
 
Applications of the methodology for dwellings, school and cars are described in detail in 
the following sub-sections. A summary and discussion of the emission estimates are 
presented in Chapter 5.1. The estimates are based on the data concerning dwelling content 
and structure, material density and emission factors presented in Chapter 3 and a 
breakdown of the statistics presented in Chapter 2. This chapter contain details of the 
collation of information from the preceding chapters and the calculation methodology for 
the estimation of the CO2 emissions, presented on an object-by-object basis.  
 
4.1 Dwellings 
 
Statistics on the fire spread in Swedish single-family house fires is shown in Table 9. The 
data on fire spread for the other Nordic countries is calculated by multiplying their total 
number of fires with the relative fire spread pattern for Sweden as specific fire spread 
data was not available for the other Nordic countries studied. 
 
Table 9 Statistics for 2007 on fires in houses. Fire spread for Denmark, Finland and 

Norway estimated from Swedish data. 

Country Fire 
spread 
-------- 
Total 
number 
of fires 

No info In start 
object 

In start 
space 
(room) 

In start 
fire cell 

In start 
building 

Fire 
spread to 
other 
buildings

Sweden 2723 1 1432 754 83 427 26 
  Estimated fire spread calculated from Swedish data: 
Denmark a 2161 - 1137 599 66 339 21 
Finland 987 - 519 273 30 155 9 
Norway 866 - 456 240 26 136 8 
a For Denmark, incident data on semi-detached houses was also included with single-family 
houses as these were not separated in the fire statistics. 
 
Table 10 contains a summary of the estimated total floor area affected by ALL house fires 
calculated based on the assumption approximately presented in Chapter 4.1, i.e., that 
there is no contribution from fires that were contained “In start object”, 5% contribution 
of the interior material of the total house for fires contained “In start room”, and 80% 
contribution of interior materials and construction materials for fires with larger fire 
spread. For houses there is no distinction between “In start fire cell” and “In start 
building” as a single-family house normally consists of one fire cell. Therefore, it was not 
possible to separate between fires that had spread to a few rooms and fires that spread all 
over the building. Thus, we assume that a fire spreading from one flashed-over room has 
spread to all of the house, resulting in total damage. This is of course an overestimation 
but it is not possible to make a more exact estimation from available data.  
 
The table also contains the estimated CO2-emission based on a fire load of interior 
materials of 18 kg/m2 together and an estimated maximum CO2-emission based on a fire 
load of 40 kg/m2. Average floor areas for single-family houses were in all cases obtained 
from national statistics. 
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Table 10 Estimated floor area of houses affected by fire and resulting emissions of CO2 

from combustion of interior materials. 

Country Average 
floor  
area (m2) 
per house 

Estimated total 
floor area  
affected by fire 
(m2) 

Estimated 
Average CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Estimated 
Maximum 
CO2-emission 
(tons) 

Sweden 123 24 57380 1520 3378 
Denmark 145 25 53701 1423 3162 
Finland 110 26 18607 493 1095 
Norway 154 27 22856 606 1346 
 
Table 11 shows the estimated effective number of houses with total damage from fires 
resulting in combustion of construction material and the associated emission of CO2. It is 
assumed that only wood framed, weather-board houses contribute to emissions from the 
combustion of construction materials. The effective numbers of buildings with total 
damage calculated from statistics of fire spread must therefore be corrected to remove 
those constructed from brick or concrete. The correction is made my multiplying the total 
estimate by the percentage of wood framed, weather-board houses in each respective 
country. This method is associated with a large uncertainty as fires with total damage 
most probably contain an over-representation of wood framed, weather-board houses. 
This error is by far largest for Denmark where only 1.6 % of all houses are constructed 
using wood frames and façade 28. 
 
Table 11 Estimated number of houses with total damage from fires and resulting 

emissions of CO2 from combustion of construction materials. 

Country Effective 
number of 
buildings with 
total damage 

Wood framed, 
weather-board 
houses (%) 

Corrected 
number of 
buildings with 
total damage 

Estimated CO2-
emission (tons) 

Sweden 429 90 29 386 9114 
Denmark 340 1.6 28 5.4 152 
Finland 155 88 26 137 2890 
Norway 136 90 123 3630 
 
Corresponding calculations to those described above for houses, have been made for 
semi-detached houses. These calculations and estimates are presented in Table 12 - Table 
14. The available Danish fire statistics did not contain any separate data for semi-
detached houses and this building type was included together with single-family houses 
which explains the lack of information for Denmark. Note that all semi-detached houses 
were assumed to be wood framed and covered in the calculations presented below. 
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Table 12 Statistics for 2007 on fires in semi-detached houses. Fire spread for Finland and 

Norway estimated from Swedish data. Separate data on semi-detached houses 
were not available for Denmark. 

Country Fire 
spread 
-------- 
Total 
number 
of fires 

No info In start 
object 

In start 
space 
(room) 

In start 
fire cell 

In start 
building 

Fire 
spread to 
other 
buildings

Sweden 176 0 73 52 18 30 3 
  Estimated fire spread calculated from Swedish data: 
Finland 288 - 119 85 29 49 5 
Norway 133 - 55 39 14 23 2 
 
 
Table 13 Estimated floor area for semi-detached houses affected by fire and resulting 

emissions of CO2 from combustion of interior materials. 

Country Average 
floor  
area (m2) 

Estimated total 
floor area  
affected by fire 
(m2) 

Estimated 
Average CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Estimated 
Maximum 
CO2-emission 
(tons) 

Sweden 116 24 8097 215 477 
Finland 100 11422 303 672 
Norway 101 27 5327 141 314 
 
 
Table 14 Estimated number of semi-detached houses with total damage from fires and 

resulting emissions of CO2 from combustion of construction materials. 

Country Effective 
number of 
buildings with 
total damage 

Estimated CO2-
emission (tons) 

Sweden 67 1497 
Finland 110 2111 
Norway 51 985 
 
The calculations and estimates for summer houses were made using the same methodo-
logy as for single family and semi-detached houses given above. The results for summer 
houses are presented in Table 15 - Table 17. Note that all summer houses were assumed 
to be wood framed and covered. 
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Table 15 Statistics for 2007 on fires in summer houses. Fire spread for Denmark, Finland 

and Norway estimated from Swedish data. 

Country Fire 
spread 
-------- 
Total 
number 
of fires 

No info In start 
object 

In start 
space 
(room) 

In start 
fire cell 

In start 
building 

Fire 
spread to 
other 
buildings

Sweden 317 0 86 77 13 125 16 
  Estimated fire spread calculated from Swedish data: 
Denmark 224 - 61 54 9 88 11 
Finland 179 - 49 43 7 71 9 
Norway 123 - 33 30 5 49 6 
 
 
Table 16 Estimated floor area for summer houses affected by fire and resulting emissions 

of CO2 from combustion of interior materials. 

Country Average 
floor  
area (m2) 

Estimated total 
floor area  
affected by fire 
(m2) 

Estimated 
Average CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Estimated 
Maximum CO2-
emission (tons) 

Sweden 65 24 8258 219 486 
Denmark 68 6105 162 359 
Finland 47 26 3372 89 199 
Norway 74 30 3648 97 215 
 
 
Table 17 Estimated number of summer houses with total damage from fires and resulting 

emissions of CO2 from combustion of construction materials. 

Country Effective 
number of 
buildings with 
total damage 

Estimated CO2-
emission (tons) 

Sweden 123 1538 
Denmark 87 1137 
Finland 70 628 
Norway 48 679 
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The estimates made for fires in blocks of flats were fundamentally based on the same 
methodology as described for the other types of dwellings with some minor changes due 
to the fact that an apartment is a single fire cell and a block of flats contains many fire 
cells. Fire spread in the start fire cell was attributed combustion of 80 % of the interior 
material of a typical flat. Fire spread in start building and fire spread to other buildings 
were in each case attributed 80 % interior material from two flats. This is potentially an 
underestimate, but there is no other information available and in many cases the fire is 
contained to the first fire cell with only minor damage to adjacent fire cells.  
 
Generally blocks of flats are built with a load-bearing structure of armoured concrete. 
Wood constructions are relatively uncommon in Sweden and include only smaller 
buildings. The contribution to CO2-emission from combustion of structural material 
would therefore be very small from this type of buildings. In a recent study it was, 
however, showed that wood framed and covered apartment buildings are overrepresented 
in the statistics for fires with major damage31. It was shown that 17 % of the fires that 
spread in the start building were larger fires, and that 87.5 % of these large fires took 
place in wood houses and 50 % of these fires resulted in total damage. This distribution of 
fires in wood houses was included in the emission estimate and the data shown in Table 
20 was calculated assuming that a Swedish “Governor’s Building” (in Swedish 
“Landshövdingehus”) consisting of 36 flats (3 floors, 3 flats/floor, 4 staircases) was 
consumed in these fires. The fact that this type of older wood framed and covered houses 
are overrepresented in the statistics over large fires was confirmed by interviewing an 
experienced fire investigator 32. 
 
Table 18 Statistics for 2007 on fires in blocks of flats. Fire spread for Denmark, Finland 

and Norway estimated from Swedish data. 

Country Fire 
spread 
-------- 
Total 
number 
of fires 

No info In start 
object 

In start 
space 
(room) 

In start 
fire cell 

In start 
building 

Fire 
spread to 
other 
buildings

Sweden 2946 1 1717 785 338 101 4 
  Estimated fire spread calculated from Swedish data: 
Denmark 1817 - 1059 1161 284 70 3 
Finland 644 - 375 411 101 25 1 
Norway 457 - 266 292 71 18 1 
 
 
Table 19 Estimated floor area for blocks of flats affected by fire and resulting emissions of 

CO2 from combustion of interior materials. 

Country Average 
floor  
area (m2) 

Estimated total 
floor area  
affected by fire 
(m2) 

Estimated 
Average CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Estimated 
Maximum 
CO2-emission 
(tons) 

Sweden 69 46506 1232 2738 
Denmark 81 41738 1106 2457 
Finland 62 12219 324 719 
Norway 70 9440 250 556 
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Table 20 Estimated number of blocks of flats with total damage from fires and resulting 

emissions of CO2 from combustion of construction materials. 

Country Effective 
number of 
buildings with 
total damage 

Estimated 
effective floor 
area (m2) 

Estimated CO2-
emission (tons) 

Sweden 8 15519 184 
Denmark 5 10778 151 
Finland 2 3820 41 
Norway 1 2711 40 
 
 
4.2 Schools 
 
The emission estimates made for schools were based on the same methodology as used 
for dwellings. However, there was no updated information available regarding variable 
fire load of combustible interior materials and constant fire load from construction 
materials. Therefore the data concerning the fire loads used in the previous work4 were 
also used for this new estimate.  
 
Statistics for fire incidents and fire spread in school fires is shown in Table 21. The 
material content of inventories is shown in Table 22. This data was from an inventory 
made in 1995 4. 
 
Table 21 Statistics for 2007 on fires in schools. Fire spread for Denmark, Finland and 

Norway estimated from Swedish data. 

Country Fire 
spread 
-------- 
Total 
number 
of fires 

No info In start 
object 

In start 
space 
(room) 

In start 
fire cell 

In start 
building 

Fire 
spread to 
other 
buildings

Sweden 439 0 309 82 19 24 5 
  Estimated fire spread calculated from Swedish data: 
Denmark a 258 - 182 48 11 14 3 
Finland 43 - 30 8 2 2 0 
Norway 80 - 56 15 3 4 1 
a For Denmark, incident data on preschools was also included with schools as these were not 
separated in the fire statistics. 
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Table 22 Material content of interior materials in a 500 m2 school. 

Material Weight (kg) Estimated CO2 
yield factor (kg/kg) 

Estimate of CO2 
production (kg) 

Wood 4000 1.45 5809 
Paper 1600 1.45 2324 
Textiles 800 1.44 1149 
PVC 1600 1.00 1607 
   Σ 10889 kg CO2 
 
The estimated CO2-emission from combustion of interior materials in schools are shown 
in Table 23. An average floor area for school buildings was only available for Denmark 
and Norway, the value of 1000 m2 for Sweden and Finland is based on the data for 
Denmark and Norway. It should be noted that an area of 500 m2 has been used for 
Swedish schools in previous studies 4, 5. 
 
Table 23 Estimated floor area for schools affected by fire and resulting emissions of CO2 

from combustion of interior materials. 

Country Average 
floor  
area (m2) 

Estimated 
floor area  
affected by fire 
(m2) 

Effective 
number  
of schools 

Estimated 
CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Sweden 1000 33950 34 739 
Denmark 1175 26 23444 20 511 
Finland 1000 3325 3 72 
Norway 1063 30 6577 6 143 
 
The data used for estimating the amount of construction materials combusted in school 
fires with total damage is based on a very limited survey of school fires. Three school 
fires were investigated in our earlier work 4 and the estimate of the amount of structural 
wood material combusted is shown in Table 24. 
 
Table 24 Results from investigation of 3 school fires with total damage. 

School Area 
(m2) 

Estimated 
amount of 
wood 
combusted 
(kg) 

Kg 
wood / 
m2 

Estimated 
CO2 yield 
factor 
(kg/kg) 

kg CO2/m2 

Borgarskolan 450 45000 100 1.45 145 
Storvretaskolan 600 54000 90 1.45 131 
Daghem, Hudiksvall 400 36000 90 1.45 131 
     =x 136 
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Table 25 Estimated number of schools with total damage from fires and resulting 

emissions of CO2 from combustion of construction materials. 

Country Effective 
number of 
buildings with 
total damage 

Estimated CO2-
emission (tons) 

Sweden 30 4046 
Denmark 18 2794 
Finland 3 396 
Norway 5 784 
 
Corresponding calculations as described above for schools were also conducted for 
preschools. These calculations and estimates are presented in Table 26 - Table 28. The 
available Danish fire statistics did not contain any separate data for preschools and these 
have been assumed to be included among schools. Data on average floor area for pre-
schools was only available for Norway. In the case of Sweden and Finland, preschools 
have been assumed to be approximately 50% of the size of an average school.  
 
Table 26 Statistics for 2007 on fires in preschools. Fire spread for Denmark, Finland and 

Norway estimated from Swedish data. Separate data on preschools were not 
available for Denmark. 

Country Fire 
spread 
-------- 
Total 
number 
of fires 

No info In start 
object 

In start 
space 
(room) 

In start 
fire cell 

In start 
building 

Fire 
spread to 
other 
buildings

Sweden 95 0 58 17 3 15 2 
  Estimated fire spread calculated from Swedish data: 
Finland 12 - 7 2 0 2 0 
Norway 18 - 11 3 1 3 0 
 
 
Table 27 Estimated floor area for preschools affected by fire and resulting emissions of 

CO2 from combustion of interior materials. 

Country Average 
floor  
area (m2) 

Estimated total 
floor area  
affected by fire 
(m2) 

Effective 
number  
of schools 

Estimated 
CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Sweden 500 7750 16 169 
Finland 500 979 2 21 
Norway 580 30 1703 3 37 
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Table 28 Estimated number of preschools with total damage from fires and resulting 

emissions of CO2 from combustion of construction materials. 

Country Effective 
number of 
buildings with 
total damage 

Estimated CO2-
emission (tons) 

Sweden 15 993 
Finland 2 125 
Norway 3 218 
 
 
4.3 Cars 
 
An estimate of the amounts and types of materials in a modern car was made previously 
and published in SP Report 1995:70 4.This estimate is shown in Table 29.  
 
This estimate have been examined and it appears valid. Jekel et al.33 have shown that 
shredded residues from a modern car on average consist of approximately 100 kg 
combustible material. Lönnermark et al.34 conducted fire experiments on a modern car, 
complete except that the fuel tank was empty and the battery had been removed. During 
these experiments the car produced 265 kg CO2 from almost complete combustion. 
 
In previous estimates it has been assumed that all car fires reported by the rescue service 
agencies represented severe fires where most of the combustible content of the car is 
consumed. This assumption has also been made here. The estimated CO2-emissions from 
car fires are shown in Table 30. 
 
Table 29 Distribution of combustible materials in a car 4. 

Material Weight (kg) Estimated CO2 
yield factor (kg/kg) 

Estimate of CO2 
production (kg) 

PVC 10 1.0 10 
PUR 20 1.99 40 
Polyethylene 10 2.82 28 
PMMA 60 1.98 119 
Rubber 15 2.5 38 
Petrol 50 2.87 143 
 Σ 165 kg  Σ 378 kg CO2 / car 
 
 
Table 30 Estimated emissions of CO2 from car fires. 

Country Number of 
incidents 

Estimated CO2-
emission (tons) 

Sweden 3148 1189 
Denmark 1576 595 
Finland 1953 738 
Norway 1287 486 
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5 Results and discussion 
 
5.1 Summary of results 
 
Carbon dioxide emissions have been estimated from dwellings, schools, preschools and 
cars. The results of these estimates are presented Table 31 – Table 35.  
 
Table 31 Estimated emissions of CO2 from fires in houses, 2007. 

Type of 
house 

Single-family houses Semi-detached houses Summer houses 

Country Number 
of 
incidents 

Estimated 
Average 
CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Number 
of 
incidents 

Estimated 
Average 
CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Number 
of 
incidents 

Estimated 
Average 
CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Sweden 2723 10634 176 1711 317 1756 

Denmark 2161iv 1574 - - 224 1298 

Finland 987 3383 288 2414 179 717 

Norway 866 4236 133 1126 123 776 

Sum 6737 19827 597 5251 843 4547 
 
 
Table 32 Estimated emissions of CO2 from fires in block of flats, 2007. 

Country Number of incidents Estimated CO2-
emission (tons) 

Sweden 2946 1417 

Denmark 1817 1257 

Finland 644 364 

Norway 457 290 

Sum 5864 3328 
 

                                                      
iv The data on houses for Denmark also includes semi-detached houses. 
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Table 33 Estimated emissions of CO2 from fires in schools, 2007. 

Type of 
house 

Schools Preschools 

Country Number 
of 
incidents 

Estimated 
CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Number 
of 
incidents 

Estimated 
CO2-
emission 
(tons) 

Sweden 439 4785 95 1162 

Denmark 258v 3305 - - 

Finland 43 469 12 147 

Norway 80 927 18 255 

Sum 820 9486 125 1564 
 
 
Table 34 Estimated emissions of CO2 from fires in cars, 2007. 

Country Number of incidents Estimated CO2-
emission (tons) 

Sweden 3148 1189 

Denmark 1576 595 

Finland 1953 738 

Norway 1287 486 

Sum 7964 3008 
 
 
Table 35 Estimated emissions of CO2 from fires in houses, blocks of flats, schools and  

cars, for the Nordic countriesvi during 2007. 

Country / 
Estimated CO2-
emission (tons) 

Houses Blocks of 
flats 

Schools Cars Sum per 
country 

Sweden 14101 1417 5947 1189 22654 

Denmark 2872 1257 3305 595 8029 

Finland 6514 364 616 738 8232 

Norway 6138 290 1182 486 8096 

Sum per group of 
object for the 
Nordic countries 

29625 3328 11050 3008  

 
 
 

                                                      
v The data on schools for Denmark also includes preschools. 
vi Iceland was not included in the emission estimate. 
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5.2 Discussion of results 
 
Table 31 contains a summary of the estimated CO2 emissions form dwellings calculated 
as part of this study. Previous estimates for Sweden based on statistics from 1994 4 
indicated CO2 emission of approximately 9,5 ktons for single family houses and semi-
detached houses (summer houses were not explicitly included in the previous estimate). 
One should keep in mind, however, that the previous estimate is based on an estimated 
fire load of 40 kg/m2 while the new estimate is based on a more moderate average of 
18 kg/m2 for an average dwelling. The agreement between the previous estimate (approx. 
9,5 kton) and the updated estimate (approx. 12,3 kton) is surprisingly good despite some 
significant improvements to the fundamental basis for the calculation of the estimation. 
This agreement could be due to a combination of factors including a larger number of fire 
incidents in 2007 relative to 1994 and a significantly larger estimation of the proportion 
of wood in the burning structures. It is believed that the updated estimate is a much more 
reliable prediction and the underlying data for this calculation should be the basis for 
future updates. 
 
One should note that the emissions from single family homes in Sweden is significantly 
higher than for similar dwellings in the other Nordic countries studied. The difference 
between Sweden and Finland/Norway is largely due to the much lower number of fires in 
such dwellings in Finland and Norway while the difference between Sweden and 
Denmark is due to the fact that a significantly higher proportion of Danish single family 
dwellings are built out of brick or concrete. Statistics for semi-detached houses and 
summer houses are similar in all the Nordic countries as both building practices and the 
overall number of fires in such dwellings in the individual countries are comparable. 
 
Table 32 contains an estimate of CO2 emissions from apartment buildings in the Nordic 
countries. Previous estimates based on statistics for Sweden in 1994 4 indicated CO2 
emissions of approximately 2,2 kton. This is comparable to the results presented in this 
study. This agreement is largely due to the fact that no significant difference is introduced 
into the estimate by the inclusion of the building structure. The fact that the updated 
emissions are lower than the previous estimate is largely due to the fact that the value 
used for the fire load of combustible interior materials is lower in the present study (18 
kg/m2 instead of 40 kg/m2).  
 
Emissions from Finland and Norway are once again significantly lower than from 
Sweden largely due to the fact that these countries exhibit a much lower frequency of 
such fire events. The emissions from Denmark are comparable to those from Sweden 
despite the fact that Denmark has approximately 60 % the number of fires in Sweden. 
This is largely due to the fact that the average apartment in Denmark is significantly 
larger than the average apartment in Sweden which partially compensates for the lower 
total number of fires in Denmark. 
 
Table 33 contains an estimate of CO2 emissions from schools and preschools in the 
Nordic countries. Previous estimates based on statistics for Sweden in 1994 4 indicated 
CO2 emissions of approximately 3,0 kton. The previous estimate was also a combination 
of schools and preschools so it should be compared to the estimated nearly 6 kton in the 
present study. One reason for the higher estimate for 2007 is the larger floor area assumed 
for schools in this study. However, school and preschool fires are an increasing problem 
in Sweden. In 1994 the estimated number of incidents with total damage was 39 fires 
compared to 50 for 2007. A large part of these fires are arson incidents lit by juvenile 
fire-setters. A similar problem can be seen in Denmark although fire incidents in Finland 
and Norway are significantly less common.  
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Its clear from this estimate that the majority of carbon dioxide produced from fires in 
buildings is from the combustion of wooden materials. An issue that is becoming 
increasingly important connected to CO2-emissions is whether a product or service is 
CO2-neutral. Wooden material, indeed most biological material, is typically treated as 
CO2-neutral material, i.e., the carbon dioxide released during combustion has previously 
been extracted from the air during the growth of the material. This extraction during the 
growth phases acts as an abatement of the emissions during the end-of-life of the 
biological material. In the case of products or services it is necessary to estimate the CO2-
footprint of the product or service to estimate whether it is CO2-neutral or not. The CO2-
footprint is calculated based on both energy use during production (and emissions 
associated with the energy production), emissions during the use (e.g. due to transport of 
the product) and end-of-life phases and abatement during the growth phase. In order to 
make such a calculation it is, therefore, necessary to make an estimate of the full life-
cycle emissions associated with the product. The data presented in this report is purely an 
estimate of the emission of carbon dioxide from fires, and not a life cycle analysis of 
materials involved in these fires. Therefore, it is not possible to determine whether the 
emissions from the fires collated in this report are CO2-neutral or not. 
 
Table 34 contains an estimate of CO2 emissions from car fires in the Nordic countries. 
Previous estimates based on statistics for Sweden in 1994 4 indicated CO2 emissions of 
approximately 1,9 kton. This is comparable to the results presented in this study. The 
difference is largely due to the fact that there were a larger number of estimated total car 
fire incidents in 1994 (5000 incidents) compared to 2007 (3148 incidents) in Sweden.  
 
Emissions in Denmark, Finland and Norway are all lower than Sweden as the number of 
fire incidents for these countries is lower as would be expected as the number of vehicles 
in each country is lower. 
 
5.3 CO2 emissions from other sources 
 
Sweden compiles annual data on its emissions of climate-changing gases as required by 
guidelines developed under the Climate Convention and the EU monitoring mechanisms. 
Emission figures for 2007 were published on 10 December 2008 together with revised 
figures for the years 1990–2006. Emission estimation techniques are constantly being 
improved and historical estimates are revised accordingly. The entire time series for most 
sectors is therefore recalculated each year which can lead to some discrepancies between 
new data and old versions of the same data. 
 
The material on which the Swedish national estimates are based has been obtained 
through extensive activities undertaken by government agencies, lead by the Swedish 
Environmental Protection Agency and the Swedish Energy Agency, with the participation 
of approximately ten other agencies. The member states of the EU have committed to 
jointly reduce their emissions by eight per cent by 2010 and by at least 20 per cent to 
2020 as part of their implementation of the Kyoto Protocol. The collation of national 
emissions data is conducted as part of the efforts to quantify progress towards this goal.  
 
Table 36 contains a collation of the emissions of CO2 as reported to the EU by the 
Swedish EPA in their “National Inventory Report” for 2007. This table clearly shows that 
CO2 emissions from sources other than fires are significantly larger than the direct CO2 
emissions from fires. The present study estimates that CO2 emissions from fires in 
dwellings, schools and preschools, and cars in Sweden for 2007 were of the order of 22.6 
kton. Emissions from Domestic rail transport was the only category in the same order of 
magnitude. 
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Table 36 Summary of CO2 emissions from Sweden, 2007 35. 

Sector CO2 emission 
(kton) 

Electricity and heat production 8 034 
Refineries 1 921 
Production of solid fuels 328 
Residential buildings 1 420 
Commercial buildings 839 
Energy production for Farming 1 640 
Domestic road transport 19 369 
Domestic air transport 605 
Domestic marine transport 445 
Domestic rail transport 68 
Industrial Combustion 10 099 
Industrial Processes 4 933 
Waste  103 
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6 Conclusions 
 
 
Updated estimates of CO2 emissions from fires in dwellings, schools, preschools and cars 
are presented for the Nordic countries with the exception of Iceland. The updated 
emissions are calculated based on fire statistics from 2007 and are compared to results 
previously presented for 1994 in Sweden. To put the fire emissions data into perspective 
they are also compared to national estimates of CO2 emissions as reported by the Swedish 
EPA to the EU in their National Inventory Report for 2007. 
 
The statistical data on fires for Sweden for 2007 is more reliable compared with the data 
for 1994, which strengthens the updated emission estimate. The major uncertainty in the 
fire data used for the emission estimate is the interpretation of fire spread which is based 
on rather crude assumptions. In particular in the case of houses the fire spread area used 
for the estimate may be an exaggeration thereby giving a possible overestimation of the 
estimated emissions. 
 
The amount of combustible material in a typical dwelling has been estimated based on 
new data from a recent study of model houses built and designed by Skanska in 
collaboration with IKEA. The results from this estimation have provided a solid basis for 
a valid estimate of the variable fire load in a normal Swedish home within the framework 
of the assumptions made in this study. The value for a typical fire load in a dwelling was 
determined to be 18 kg/m2, which provides a clearly defined lower limit of actual fire 
loads in homes. The value of 40 kg/m2, which was used in the previous estimates, can be 
seen as a maximum value and is normally used for the design of buildings as 
recommended by the Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning. 
Results for the higher fire load are presented as an upper bound in this study but as these 
values are based on work from the late 70s they should be regarded as somewhat 
antiquated and representative of a highly conservative estimate. The emission estimates 
discussed here and compared to the previous estimates are based on the lower fire load 
value (i.e., 18 kg/m2) as this value is clearly defined within this study and is a modern 
value. 
 
The amounts of combustible construction materials in typical Swedish houses was 
updated in this study based on recent literature studies and the amount of combustibles 
was found to be considerably higher compared to previous data. This resulted in a 
significant increase in the amount of material leading to emissions from fires in 
dwellings. 
 
The dominating type of material in buildings is wood-based material. Wooden material, 
indeed most biological material, is typically treated as CO2-neutral material, i.e., the 
carbon dioxide released during combustion has previously been extracted from the air 
during the growth of the material. The data presented in this report is purely an estimate 
of the emission of carbon dioxide from fires, and not a life cycle analysis of materials 
involved in these fires. Therefore, it is not possible to determine whether the emissions 
from the fires collated in this report are CO2-neutral or not. 
 
Swedish fire statistics from the mid-1990s until 2007 have been studied and in many 
cases show a decreasing trend up until 2004 when an increase can be seen. This is 
particularly true for school fires. One should also keep in mind that emissions are just one 
side of the picture and that these fires (in particular those in dwellings) lead to more than 
100 fire deaths each year in Sweden alone.  
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Finally, emissions data from other sources of CO2 were presented and compared to those 
form fires. Emissions of CO2 from fires are minor compared to most other sources. 
Indeed, controlled combustion is usually optimised to maximise energy production and 
minimise the products of incomplete combustion. This means that controlled combustion 
sources maximise the production of CO2. In contrast fires represent poor combustion in 
most cases with a lower production of CO2 and large production of the products of 
incomplete combustion. The previous study based on statistics from 1994 concluded that 
fires are a minor source of CO2 but a relatively significant source of, e.g., particulate 
matter, VOC, PAH and other large organic species.  
 
The estimated CO2-emissions presented in this report are the direct emissions from fires 
in dwellings, schools and cars. Indirect emissions that can be linked to these fires are not 
included. Indirect sources include emissions from replacement of materials and products 
consumed by fire, transport and other related activities. 
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Appendix 1 – Data from case study on combustible interiors in dwellings 
 
Detailed data are presented in this appendix from the case study of combustible interior materials in a semi-detached house and blocks of flats within the 
BoKlok project by Skanska and IKEA. 
 
In Table 37 - Table 45 are furniture and other objects listed for Dwellings 1-9 (c.f. Table 3 and Table 4) with the estimate distribution of combustible materials 
for each object. Flooring materials and TV are not included here. 
 
Table 37 Dwelling 1, Älmhult 4-room flat, Type 1 – furnishing plan and estimate of material content. 

Object Non-
combustible 
object 

Cellulose 
material 
(kg) 

Cotton 
(kg) 

PUR 
(kg) 

ABS 
(kg) 

PP 
(kg)

PE 
(kg) 

Nylon 
(kg) 

PES 
(kg) 

Melamine 
(kg) 

PS 
(kg)

Acrylic 
(kg) 

Wool 
(kg) 

Living room / kitchen:              
Tylösand soffa  2400x910, 
1600x910 

 50.7 3.2 24.9     2.6     

Tylösand 2-sits 1600x910  28.9 2.7 14.3     2.2     
Tylösand fåtölj  90010  16.3 1.2 8.0     1.0     
Burs tv - bänk 80x41x49  57.5   0.4     6.4    
Burs vägghylla  180x26x26  17.8   0.1     2.0    
Idemo soffbord  80 diam.  17.2            
Mammut barn stol  39x26      2.2        
Bjursta matbord 175 -260 cm  57.3            
Gilbert stol stapelbara  59x47  1.4            
IKEA Stockholm matta, 
svart/vit 

  9.9           

Sleeping room 1:              
Malm säng + säng bord  
177x211, 50x40 

 38.9            

Malm sängbord     50x40  12.5            
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Malm byrå 3 lådor  33.8            
Pax garderob Nexus  100x236 
x60 

 79.3        5.7    

Mikael datorbord  77x50  16.1    0.1    1.8    
Traktor pall med hjul  63x63      1.2        
Matta, rya vit eller grå      2.24       1.46 
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x160 

   10.6          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 220x240         2.5     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 220x200 

  1.6           

Slumra lakan 240x260   0.336      0.364     
Kastanj överkast 260x280   3.8           
Sleeping room 2:              
Vika Amon/ Vika Blecket  12.5   0.063         
IKEA PS ELLAN stol  3    3        
Tryggve hyllplan 120x28 
Valter konsol x3 

 2.4            

Minnen växa säng  85x 135-
206 

 7.7            

Lack sidobord  55x55  3.8        0.4    
Matta, rya vit eller grå      2.24       1.46 
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x80 

   5.0          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 150x200         1.4     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 150x200 

  0.9           

Slumra lakan 150x260   0.2      0.3     
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Kajsa Virka Pläd 170x130   1.2           
Sleeping room 3:              
Mammut runt bord diam. 85      6.2        
Mammut pall      1.2        
Trofast förvaring + backar          7.6    1.8        
Hensvik säng  25.4        2.2    
Mammut byrå  37.7    0.2        
Lack sidobord  55x55  3.8        0.4    
Matta, rya vit eller grå      2.24       1.46 
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x80 

   5.0          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 150x200         1.4     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 150x200 

  0.9           

Slumra lakan 150x260   0.2      0.3     
Kajsa Virka Pläd 170x130   1.2           

Total weights (kg):  532 27.4 67.8 0.53 22.6 - - 14.4 18.9 - - 4.4 
 
 
Table 38 Dwelling 2, Älmhult 3-room flat, Type 1 – furnishing plan and estimate of material content. 

Object Non-
combustible 
object 

Cellulose 
material 
(kg) 

Cotton 
(kg) 

PUR 
(kg) 

ABS 
(kg) 

PP 
(kg) 

PE 
(kg) 

Nylon 
(kg) 

PES 
(kg) 

Melamine 
(kg) 

PS 
(kg) 

Acrylic 
(kg) 

Wool 
(kg) 

Living room / kitchen:              
Ektorp 2:a  175x88  32.0 5.2 15.9  0.4        
Ektorp Jennylund fåtölj  
78x81 

 10.7 1.4 5.3          

Ektorp Tullsta  80x72  14.7 1.8 7.26          
Leksvik matbord 168x110  4  42.0            
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pers 
Ingolf stol  43x52  6.2            
Billy bokhylla  40x28x202,  
80x28x202 

 66.6            

Billy bokhylla  80x28x202  37.4            
Makör TV bänk  138x53x72  42.4            
Antilop barn stol  58x62      1.6        
IKEA Stockholm matta, 
svart/vit 

  9.9           

Sleeping room 1:              
Norresund säng  167x210  22.8   1.2         
Leksvik natt bord  41x33  9.8            
Pax Ulnes antik  
100x600x236 

 62.9        5.7    

Vika Amon/ Vika Amefors 
bordskombination 2000mm 

 28.5   0.1         

IKEA PS ELLAN stol  3.0    3.0        
Matta, rya vit eller grå      2.24       1.46 
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x160 

   10.6          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 220x240         2.5     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 220x200 

  1.6           

Slumra lakan 240x260   0.336      0.364     
Kastanj överkast 260x280   3.8           
Sleeping room 2:              
Sniglar säng  77x165  15            
Tassa klädskåp  75x52 
(ersätts med Mammut) 

 49.4        5.5 0.276   
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Tryggve hyllplan  119x28  2.4            
Valter konsol  28x31  0.3            
Vessla back  39x39      0.8        
Lack sidobord  55x55  4.2   0.02         
Ektorp Jennylund fåtölj  
78x81 

 10.7 1.4 5.3          

Matta, rya vit eller grå      2.24       1.46 
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x80 

   5.0          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 150x200         1.4     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 150x200 

  0.9           

Slumra lakan 150x260   0.2      0.3     
Kajsa Virka Pläd 170x130   1.2           

Total weights (kg):  461 27.8 49.4 1.4 10.3 - - 6.1 11.2 0.28 - 2.9 
 
 
Table 39 Dwelling 3, Älmhult 2-room flat, Type 1 – furnishing plan and estimate of material content. 

Object Non-
combustible 
object 

Cellulose 
material 
(kg) 

Cotton 
(kg) 

PUR 
(kg) 

ABS 
(kg) 

PP 
(kg) 

PE 
(kg) 

Nylon 
(kg) 

PES 
(kg) 

Melamine 
(kg) 

PS 
(kg) 

Acrylic 
(kg) 

Wool 
(kg) 

Living room / kitchen:              
Klippan XL 36.2 2.5 17.8          36.2 
Klippan pouffe  54x54 6.3 0.4 3.1          6.3 
Lack hylla  190x26 19.9   0.1         19.9 
Rian sidobord  50x30 3.8        0.4    3.8 
Lack hylla  35x38x190 27.6   0.1         27.6 
Lack bokhylla  105x38x190 35.9   0.2         35.9 
Träby hylla  41x39 46.8            46.8 
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Träby ben 4st 0.9            0.9 
Udden Arbetsbänk 32            32 
Udden trådhylla              
Mella matbord  75x75 7.9    0.04    0.9    7.9 
Urban stol  52x51     4.2         
IKEA Stockholm matta, 
svart/vit 

 9.9            

Sleeping room 1:   1 14.5          
Sultan Selfors  160x200 x             
Sultan ben H 20cm 4st  4.2   0.0         
Lack sidobord  55x55  33.8            
Malm byrå 3 lådor  19.7       0.1 2.2    
Liden vägghylla  120x24      2.24       1.46 
Matta, rya vit eller grå    10.6          
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x160 

        0.8     

Gosa Aster Kudde         2.5     
Mysa strå Täcke 220x240   1.6           
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 220x200 

  0.336      0.364     

Slumra lakan 240x260   3.8           
Kastanj överkast 260x280   1 14.5          
Furnished chamber:              
IKEA PS Gullholmen  
62x68 

 3.1            

Mikael dator bord  16.1    0.1    1.8    
Traktor pall med hjul  63x63      1.2        
Benno Cd ställ  10            
Matta, rya vit eller grå      2.24       1.46 

Total weights (kg):  304 19.5 46.0 0.44 10.0 - - 38 5.3 - - 2.9 
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Table 40 Dwelling 4, Älmhult 3-room flat, Type 3 – furnishing plan and estimate of material content. 

Object Non-
combustible 
object 

Cellulose 
material 
(kg) 

Cotton 
(kg) 

PUR 
(kg) 

ABS 
(kg) 

PP 
(kg) 

PE 
(kg) 

Nylon 
(kg) 

PES 
(kg) 

Melamine 
(kg) 

PS 
(kg) 

Acrylic 
(kg) 

Wool 
(kg) 

Living room / kitchen:              
Ektorp Bäddsoffa  200x97  59.2 12.8 30.3    0.2 5.8     
Ektorp Jennylund  78x81  10.7 1.4 5.3          
Ektorp fotpall  81x61  12.8 1.1 2.2          
Markör soffbord   80x80  22.5            
Markör skrivbord  135x63  36            
Joel snurrstol  69x69       3        0.2    
Markör Tv möbel  113x62  55            
Markör matbord  190x95  71.5            
Ingolf stol  43x52  6.2            
Liatrop förvaring  96x34  60.7   0.3         
Liatrop vitrinskåp  96x34  64.1   0.3205         
Dalom pelarbord  49dia  3.2            
IKEA Stockholm matta, 
svart/vit 

  9.9           

Sleeping room 1:              
Hemnes säng  170x207  59.8            
Hemnes pelarbord  50dia  15.5            
Pax Birkeland  100x60x236  19.5            
Hemnes byrå 6 lådor  
110x51x132 

 48            

Faktum Lidingö vit 60x35  11.1    0.0    0.9    
"Arbetskiva + hyllplan 
Personlig  

 12.6            

marmormönstrad ljusgrå       2.24       1.46 
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186x60" 
Matta, rya vit eller grå    9          
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x140 

        0.8     

Gosa Aster Kudde         2.5     
Mysa strå Täcke 220x240   1.6           
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 220x200 

  0.336      0.364     

Slumra lakan 240x260   3.8           
Sleeping room 2:              
Tromsö loftsäng  97x208 x             
Lycksele bäddfåtölj  80x100   4.05 6.15          
Lack  vägghylla  190x26  3.2   0.03         
Lack hylla  35x38x190  27.6   0.1         
Jerker 160x80 skrivbord  54.9            
Jules snurrstol  56x56  3.0        0.2    
Matta, rya vit eller grå      2.24       1.46 
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x90 

   5.8          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 150x200         1.4     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 150x200 

  0.9           

Slumra lakan 200x260   0.288      0.312     
Kastanj överkast 180x280   2.8           

Total weights (kg):  660 39.0 58.7 0.80 4.5 - 0.21 12.0 1.3 - - 2.9 
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Table 41 Dwelling 5, Älmhult 2-room flat, Type 3 – furnishing plan and estimate of material content. 

Object Non-
combustible 
object 

Cellulose 
material 
(kg) 

Cotton 
(kg) 

PUR 
(kg) 

ABS 
(kg) 

PP 
(kg) 

PE 
(kg) 

Nylon 
(kg) 

PES 
(kg) 

Melamine 
(kg) 

PS 
(kg) 

Acrylic 
(kg) 

Wool 
(kg) 

Living room / kitchen:              
Kramfors snurrfåtöl svartvit    5.2          
Kramfors skinnsoffa  51.5  23.5          
Ramvik soffbord  43x45  43.7            
Bestå förvaringssystem 
120x40x38 

 41.7   0.2         

Vika Lauri/Vika Kaj  
157x78 

x             

Vitamin pall  41 dia     1.04 3.9      0.26  
Docksta bord  105dia  15.4      7.7      
Gilbert stol  59x47  1.35            
IKEA Stockholm matta, 
svart/vit 

  9.9           

Sleeping room 1:              
Vinstra säng  168x207  22.8   1.2         
Vinstra avlasningsbord  
39x39 

   0.075          

Pax Malm skjutdörrar  
200x66x 201 

 36        4    

Gulliver barnsäng  60x117  16            
Mammut byrå  77x45  37.7    0.2        
Matta, rya vit eller grå      2.24       1.46 
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x160 

   10.6          

Gosa Aster Kudde        0.8      
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Mysa strå Täcke 220x240        2.5      
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 220x200 

  1.6           

Slumra lakan 240x260   0.336      0.364     
Kastanj överkast 260x280   3.8           

Total weights (kg):  266 15.6 39.4 2.5 6.3 - 11.0 0.36 4.0 - 0.26 1.5 
 
 
Table 42 Dwelling 6, Älmhult 2-room flat, Type 3 – furnishing plan and estimate of material content. 

Object Non-
combustible 
object 

Cellulose 
material 
(kg) 

Cotton 
(kg) 

PUR 
(kg) 

ABS 
(kg) 

PP 
(kg) 

PE 
(kg) 

Nylon 
(kg) 

PES 
(kg) 

Melamine 
(kg) 

PS 
(kg) 

Acrylic 
(kg) 

Wool 
(kg) 

Living room / kitchen:              
Ektrop 2:a soffa  175x88  32.0 5.2 15.9  0.4        
Bomsund rotting fåtölj  4.5     0.2       
Ektorp Bromma fotpall  
81x61 

 12.8 1.1 2.2          

Liatorp TV förvaring  
95x48 

 43.8   0.2         

Liatorp Vitrin  96x34  64.1   0.3205         
Hemnes sidobord 50dia  6            
Liatorp avlastnings bord  
133x37 

 21.3            

Olle stol  40x45  5.6            
Liatorp bord  105 dia  38.7            
Billy bokhylla  80x28  37.4            
IKEA Stockholm matta, 
svart/vit 

  9.9           

Sleeping room 1:              
Billy bokhylla  40x28  29.2            
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Billy bokhylla  80x28  37.4            
Billy Morebo vitrindörr x             
Alve skrivbord  152x65  54.9            
Hemnes säng  ant. 100x207  59.8            
Olle stol  40x45  5.6            
Hästveda rotting fåtölj  4.465     0.235       
Hemnes avlastningsbord  
39x39 

 6            

Tryggve hyllplan  79x28  2.4            
Antonius väggskena  180cm x             
Matta, rya vit eller grå      2.24       1.46 
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x90 

   5.8          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 150x200         1.4     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 150x200 

  0.9           

Slumra lakan 200x260   0.288      0.312     
Kastanj överkast 180x280   2.8           

Total weights (kg):  466 20.2 23.9 0.54 2.6 0.47 - 2.5 - - - 1.5 
 
 
Table 43 Dwelling 7, Möckeln semi-detached house, furnishing A – furnishing plan and estimate of material content. 

Object Non-
combustible 
object 

Cellulose 
material 
(kg) 

Cotton 
(kg) 

PUR 
(kg) 

ABS 
(kg) 

PP 
(kg) 

PE 
(kg) 

Nylon 
(kg) 

PES 
(kg) 

Melamine 
(kg) 

PS 
(kg) 

Acrylic 
(kg) 

Wool 
(kg) 

Entrance and kitchen:              
Skåp Faktum  56.2        5.1    
Trones skoskåp, vit      7        
Benjamin pall  3.3            
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Grundtal spegel x             
Spontan anslagstavla x             
Norden Bord 90x200/266, 
vitt 

 70            

Olle stol, svart  5.6            
IKEA ps Ellan stol, svart  3    3        
Norden vitrinskåp, björk 
eller svart 

 50.9            

Living room:              
Karlstad soffa med 
schäslong, Sivik ljusblå 

 64.7  29.674          

Imfors soffbord, vitt  6.2            
IKEA ps skåp, rött x             
Faktum väggskåp/ Ädel 
dörr, björk 

 22.3    0.1    1.9    

Vika gresta/ Vika Oleby, 
skrivbordsunderrede och 
skiva 

 27.1            

Järpen/ Bjärnum hylla och 
konsol 

 5.2            

Olle stol, svart  5.6            
Kulla golvlampa, vit            0.025  
Tertial arbetslampa        0.15      
Matta, rya vit eller grå      2.24       1.46 
Master bed room:              
Malm säng, vit  38.9            
Pax garderob/ Hakdal 
skjutdörr, björk 

 124.24        9.36    

Malm byrå med 2 lådor, vit  17.8            
Norden bänk, björk  14            
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Urban stol, grön      4.2        
Grundtal, rund spegel x             
Kulla bordlampa, vit            0.15  
Antifoni bordlampa x             
Matta   9.9           
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x160 

   10.6          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 220x240         2.5     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 220x200 

  1.6           

Slumra lakan 240x260   0.336      0.364     
Kastanj överkast 260x280   3.8           
Childrens room:              
Sultan Svandal säng 90 cm  30.5            
Sultan Tuvebor 
bäddmadrass 90 cm 

  8.7           

Expedit hylla och skrivbord  46.4   0.3     3.4    
Mörrum garderob  27.2        3.0    
Norvald stol, vit  6.2            
Helmer hurts, gul x             
Ätran väggskåp, röd x             
Benjamin pall  3.3            
Mil arbetslampa, vit     0.13         
Minnen vägglampa x             
Lykta arbetslampa, vit x             
Matta   9.9           
Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 150x200         1.4     
Alvine Strå påslakan och   0.9           
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örngott 150x200 
Slumra lakan 200x260   0.288      0.312     
Kastanj överkast 180x280   2.8           
Childrens room:              
Kritter barnsäng, vit  18.0375         0.0625   
Gulliver barnbord, vitt  6.6            
Färgglad stol       0.3       
Mammut pall, ljusblå      1.2        
Bursjön förvaringspall, 
ljusblå 

     2.7        

Faktum väggskåp/applåd 
dörr, gul 

 22.3    0.1    1.9    

Hemnes skåp/ garderob, vitt  30.6        3.4    
Tryggve/Valter hylla och 
konsol 

 24.6            

Minnen vägglampa x             
Regolit taklampa  0.1            
Lykta bordlampa x             
Matta   9.9           
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x80 

   5          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 150x200         1.4     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 150x200 

  0.9           

Slumra lakan 150x260   0.24      0.26     
Kajsa Virka Pläd 170x130   1.2           

Total weights (kg):  731 50.5 45.3 0.38 20.5 0.30 0.15 8.6 28.1 0.063 0.18 1.5 
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Table 44 Dwelling 8, Möckeln semi-detached house, furnishing B – furnishing plan and estimate of material content. 

Object Non-
combustible 
object 

Cellulose 
material 
(kg) 

Cotton 
(kg) 

PUR 
(kg) 

ABS 
(kg) 

PP 
(kg) 

PE 
(kg) 

Nylon 
(kg) 

PES 
(kg) 

Melamine 
(kg) 

PS 
(kg) 

Acrylic 
(kg) 

Wool 
(kg) 

Entrance and kitchen:              
Faktum högskåp, Applåd vit 
dörr 

 56.9    0.2065    2.67    

Faktum överskåp kyl/frys 
60x35x60 används som 
sittbänk i hall 

 15.43    0.07    1.4    

Prägel bänkskiva, svart ovan 
faktum skåpen 

 18        2    

Hemnes spegel svart 60/90  2.6            
Alve bänk, svart  16.43 0.085 0.4 0.085         
Blecka krokar x             
Forsby matbord  62            
Norvald stol, vit  6.2            
Faktum väggskåp/Applåd 
dörr, svart 

 22.3    0.1    1.9    

Kulla taklampa, svart            0.15  
Living room:              
Ektorp soffa, Blekinge vit  37.6 6.3 18.7  0.4        
Ektorp/Jenny Lund Storap 
svart-vit 

 10.7 1.4 5.3          

Ektorp/Bromma fotpall, 
Blekinge vit 

 12.8 1.1 2.2          

Granemo vitrinskåp  53.3            
Vika/Amon bordskiva 
60x200 

 12.5   0.1         
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Vika/Annefors 
bordsunderrede 

 28.5   0.1         

Markör soffbord 90x90, 
brunsvart 

 22.5            

Norvald stol, svart  6.2            
Lack TV bänk 419x45, vit  19.7   0.1         
Bjärnum/Järpen vägghyllor x             
Barometer arbetslampa x             
Baromenter golvlampa x             
Åsele bordlampa           0.4   
Tårnby matta  23            
Master bed room:              
Flora säng 160cm  39       13     
Hemnes skåp, vitt  30.6        3.4    
Hemnes byrå, svart  48            
Hemnes avlastningsbord, 
svart 

 6            

Norvald stol, svart  6.2            
Hemnes spegel, vit  2.6            
Krämare vägglampa x             
Tertial vägglampa x             
Åsele bordlampa           0.4   
IKEA Stockholm matta, 
svart/vit 

  9.9           

Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x160 

   10.6          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 220x240         2.5     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 220x200 

  1.6           
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Slumra lakan 240x260   0.336      0.364     
Kastanj överkast 260x280   3.8           
Childrens room:              
Minnen säng, svart  7.7            
Gulliver barnbord  6.6            
Gulliver barnstol  3            
Faktum/Applåd, vit 
väggskåp 

 56.2        5.1    

Tryggve/ Valter, hylla och 
konsol 

 24.6            

Freden väggskåp  6.4            
Stefan stol  4            
Norvald stol, svart  6.2            
Agen barnfåtölj  2            
Regolit, taklampa  0.1            
Minnen vägglampa x             
Matta      2.24       1.46 
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x80 

   5          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 150x200         1.4     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 150x200 

  0.9           

Slumra lakan 150x260   0.24      0.26     
Kajsa Virka Pläd 170x130   1.2           
Teenagers room:              
Hemnes skåp, svart  30.6        3.4    
Vika/Amon bordsskiva, vit  12.5   0.1         
Arthur benbock, vit  6.9            
Tryggve/ Valter hylla och  24.6            
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konsol 
Malm byrå, vit  17.8            
Norvald stol, svart  6.2            
Tertial arbetslampa x             
Bastant rottingkista  7.1            
Spegel ovan säng x             
Matta      2.24       1.46 
Sultan Svandal säng 90 cm  30.5            
Sultan Tuvebor 
bäddmadrass 90 cm 

  8.7           

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 150x200         1.4     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 150x200 

  0.9           

Slumra lakan 200x260   0.288      0.312     
Kastanj överkast 180x280   2.8           

Total weights (kg):  812 39.5 42.2 0.46 5.3 - - 21.6 19.9 0.80 0.15 2.9 
 
 
Table 45 Dwelling 9, Möckeln semi-detached house, furnishing C – furnishing plan and estimate of material content. 

Object Non-
combustible 
object 

Cellulose 
material 
(kg) 

Cotton 
(kg) 

PUR 
(kg) 

ABS 
(kg) 

PP 
(kg) 

PE 
(kg) 

Nylon 
(kg) 

PES 
(kg) 

Melamine 
(kg) 

PS 
(kg) 

Acrylic 
(kg) 

Wool 
(kg) 

Entrance and kitchen:              
Hovets spegel x             
Sandnes skoskåp  27.4    1.4        
Edefors matbord  71.5            
Jocob stol, vit  6.2            
Förhöja rullbord, björk  25            
Bits anslagstavla, vit x             
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Leran lampa  0.55    0.55        
Beryll vägglampa, vit x             
Living room:              
Karlstad 3-stis soffa, Sivik 
mörkgrå 

 39.3  17.2          

Karlstad fotpall, Sivik 
mörkgrå 

 64.7  29.7          

Tirup snurrfåtölj, vitt skinn    5.2          
Bestå kombination, vit 
stomme/valnöt dörr 

 168.6    0.8        

Karlstad fåtölj, Blekinge vit              
Bestå bokhylla, vit  22.2  10.9          
Inreda stege x             
Strind sidobord x             
Tårnby matta  23            
Ljusås/Usta bordslampa 
klarglas 

          0.31   

Antifoni golvlampa x             
Kulla golvlampa, svart            0.025  
Master bed room:              
Melbu säng  56            
Vinstra sängbord  14.1   0.075     0.75  0.075  
Bestå kombination, vit 
stomme/dörrar och 
lådfronter i valnöt 

 168.6    0.847        

Karlstad fåtölj, slät Grann, 
vitt skinn 

 22.2  10.9          

Hovet spegel x             
Ljusås/Usta bordlampa, 
klarglas 

          0.31   
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Antifoni golvlampa x             
IKEA Stockholm matta, 
svart/vit 

  9.9           

Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x160 

   10.6          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 220x240         2.5     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 220x200 

  1.6           

Slumra lakan 240x260   0.336      0.364     
Kastanj överkast 260x280   3.8           
Teenagers room:              
Heimdal säng 140cm x             
Pax/Ballstad garderob  56.7        6.3    
Vika/Amon 100x60 cm  7.6   0.0         
Vika/Curry x             
Traktor pall med hjul, vit              
Järpen/Bjärnum hylla  5.2            
IKEA PS skåp, vit x             
Kvart vägglampa x             
Forså arbetslampa, svart x             
Matta  9.9 9.9           
Sultan Florvåg madrass 
200x140 

   9          

Gosa Aster Kudde         0.8     
Mysa strå Täcke 220x240         2.5     
Alvine Strå påslakan och 
örngott 220x200 

  1.6           

Slumra lakan 240x260   0.336      0.364     
Kastanj överkast 260x280 x  3.8           
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Work room:              
Vika/Amon bordsskiva, vit  12.5   0.1         
Vika/Moliden underrede x             
Bestå 
väggskåpskombination, vita 
stommar valnöt dörrar 

 168.6    0.8        

Gregor arbetsstol  1  0.5  0.1        
Linus stol  1.2            
Bjärnum/Järpen vägghyllor x             
Stripa tavellist              
Basisk taklampa x             
Antifoni arbetslampa x             
Matta   9.9           

Total weights (kg):  962 41.2 94.0 0.18 4.6 - - 7.3 7.1 0.62 0.10 - 
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Table 46 Data on flooring material. 

Flooring Description Thickness  
(mm) 

Area weight 
(kg/m2) 

Parkettgolv EK  Solid wood 14 8.65 
Parkettgolv EK  -""- 15 8.8 

Parkettgolv EK stav  -""- 14.5 9.0 

   =x 8.8 
Laminat, Ask Saxon  Laminate on wood 

base 
7 6.2 

Laminat, Ek lant 
Retro  

-""- 8 6.8 

Laminat, Bok snap  -""- 6 5.5 

   =x 6.2 
Forbo PVC flooring 2 2.6-3.0 
Bolon -""- 2.5 3.0-3.2 

Armstrong -""- 2 3.0-3.3 

   =x 3.0 
Forbo Linoleum flooring 2-2.5 3.0 
Armstrong -""- 2.5 2.9 

   =x 3.0 
 
Table 47 Data on TV [SP Report 2000:13] 

Identification Description Total weight (kg) Weight of 
combustibles (kg) 

TV of European model 
manufactured in 1998 

HIPS casing and 
backing material 
(polystyrene). 

33.6 6.0 
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Appendix 2 – Material content in wood based 
single family houses 
 
Three different houses were studied in Trätek Rapport P 980604. Data on materials in the 
house structures are given in Table 48. 
 
Table 48 Data on material content for wood based single-family houses 21. 

Material House 1 
Area = 150 m2 

House 2 
Area = 150 m2 

House 3 
Area = 125 m2 

Wood 25701 22524 9839 
PVC No info No info 346 
Polystyrene - 53 96 
Polyethylene 112 114 165 
Gypsum 3811 3811 4983 
EPDM 33 25 32 
Paper 64 64 42 
Non-combustibles 35230 43723 58447 
 
 
Data on typical wood based single-family houses from three different house producers is 
given in Table 49. 
 
Table 49 Data on material content for wood based single-family houses. 

Material LB-Hus Sävsjö Trähus Eksjöhus 
Wood 11733 10950 25700 
PVC No info No info No info 
Polystyrene No info No info No info 
Polyethylene 166 60 145 
Gypsum 3110 2150 3800 
EPDM No info No info No info 
Paper 33 40 65 
Non-combustibles 19182 42530 35480 
 
The data in Table 49 was typical data for these house producers and not data for any 
individual house. There is no information on floor area available more than that the floor 
area were typical for the lines of houses for the producers. We have assumed a floor area 
of 137.5 m2 for all six cases of houses in Table 48 and Table 49.  
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